And You Thought Yetis and Bigfoots are the same?
Think Again!
During the time of the Great Snows…high up in the mountains…in a land far away
from here…there lived a tribe of Yetis…led by the very wise Yeti
elder…OONGHAR…the paramount leader during the great snows.
Through OONGHAR's wisdom, guidance and leadership the tribe
lived…happily…through all the trials and tribulations they've met. One could hear
them at night…singing and dancing around the fire!
Meanwhile…
down in the valleys there lived another tribe,…the Bigfoots…led by the rather
miserable Hquargwoonk.
The Bigfoots faced the same trials and tribulations as the Yetis…yet lived a rather
unhappy existence, doing it tough…and struggled through life. Hquargwoonk and
the Bigfoots looked enviously at the Life that OONGHAR and the Yetis lived.
What was their secret???
OONGHAR…understanding the laws of the universe and nature…encouraged the
Yeti tribe to utterly respect and…always…work within these laws!
Hquargwoonk and the Bigfoots however…did NOT…understand these basic laws
and totally ignored and violated them.
Where OONGHAR and the Yetis picked up fallen tree branches for firewood, planted
their seeds amongst the trees and used the trees for shelter…Hquargwoonk and the
Bigfoots chopped down whole trees…eroded the land…and ended up without
shelter.
The Yetis lived their lives in total collaboration and harmony, helping one another to
fulfill each other's dreams! …And the Bigfoots? …They lived a life of fear, jealousy
and rivalry… they were behaving very selfishly!
It's said…that whenever there is a Great Snow...a greater & wiser OONGHAR will
appear…and "Awaken the Yeti Within" in those who are ready to experience the
power of the YETI WISDOM…bringing success and prosperity!
Is there another Great Snow upon us? Are you ready to Step Up…and Awaken the
Yeti Within You ...claiming Your own YETI WISDOM? Then have a look in the
MIRROR…and you may just see… OONGHAR…stare at Yaaaaaaa!!!
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